Supporting professional identity development is an integral purpose of medical education. 
1
Professional identity is constructed by learners through interacting with the world around them. 2, 3 As learners make sense of their environment through language and interaction, their identities as healthcare professionals form and reform. 4 Additionally, learners will have multiple other identities (e.g. gender, ethnicity) which intersect in different ways and demand precedence at difference times. 4 In Through a more complex lens, Adam may have been able to see that whilst he didn't comfort the patient, his colleague did and therefore arguably this patient encounter was positive from the perspective of complex healthcare process. Additionally, Adam may have been able to appreciate that in this instance, it was more appropriate for his colleague to lead the interaction and that, for him, 'stepping back' was a positive course of action. Exposing Adam to a more complex conceptualisation of 'doctoring' as a process that is contextually relevant would encourage him to think beyond his own behaviours and traits.
To conclude, [authors names] emphasise the importance and impact of a learner's workplace experiences on how they conceptualise their profession and their place within that profession.
I would like to expand on this to suggest that we also need a shift in focus from the development of 'competent' and 'caring' good doctors as individuals to think about 'good doctoring' as a process that contributes to successful healthcare provision and that involves multiple interactions between diverse individuals, relationships, contexts and systems.
Ultimately, I speculate that this may lead to more sophisticated 'Figured Worlds' that reflect the realities of healthcare. 
